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Incendiary .Bomb - (Anti-Personnel)
Length of body
Length of tail
Full length of bomb

17"
<L-ff
21"

This bomb is not to be confused with the Fragmentation Bomb which
is also knov/n as the Anti-Personnel Bomb classified under the H»E,
bombs. This is the New German Anti-Beroonnel Incendiary Bomb.
The bomb is the usual 2.2 lb. Magnesium bomb known as the JJire
Bomb with an extension of the nose containing a large
:plosive
charge. The total weight is increased to 5 lbs. The incendiary
section of the bomb ignites upon landing, but the explosive charge
may go off at nay time up to (7) minutes later. It would be possible
to increase the lapse of time without major alterations of design, so
there can bo little dependence upon the present time interval. The
explosive part may become detached, but this does not lessen its
effectiveneBS. As far as we know the Germans are the only ones to
use this type of bomb to date,

II
Incendiary...^..Hijjh.iiBx£los_ivei Bomb
There has also been used a comb ination incendiary H.E, bomb in a
casing the same size and shape as the 110 lb. H.E, bomb, it measures
about :.3O inches long and about 8 inab.es in diameter. , On impact it
throws out about GO small notal containers with thermite type filling
and 6 larger tumbler shaped fir o yots containing a magnesium type
filling which is pre-ignited., Almost immediately after ejecting the
incendiary units a 13 lb. char o of T.1J.T. in ltho bomb explodes. The
secondary parts of the bomb do not explode (the magnesium and tho
thermite.)
Ill
New Type Enemy Inoendiary-Plioaphorous^Oij.^^Bomb
This bomb is also in a case tho same size as the 110 lb, 11.3. bomb
but contains only the usual type of fuse to split the case opon on
impact and scatter the liquid sticky contents, Tho
^ contents
u w i w u ^ ignite
^uup
spontaneously because of tho phosphorous, the phosphorous may be oxtinquished with water but will break in to firo again If allowed to
become dry,
I'/hilo fighting any of the phosphorous containing bombs your clothing
or equipment
splashed
or in contact with tho liquid
must bo kopt
p
p
q
p
thoroughly
wet until
"•" •
••"™"1 ^ ^
•v-"o>ian
ha phosphorous
•Av^animfmiQ
ghly wet
until remove^
removed or
replaced,
because the
will ignito when the liquid dries out end is in contact with the air.
If any of tho liquid lodges on tho human skin the effected area must
bo kept in water or kept soaked
aau«t^w« wot pad, and medical
ed with a saturated
first-aid treatment obtained as soon as possible.
handy first-aid
treatment t o remove phosphorous from tho akin, is a liberal sponging
with a solution of one {l) tcaspoonful of warding soda to a pint of
cold water , then apply a dry sterile pad. No groano or ointments
should be used on this typo of burn as it will spread tho phosphorous
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Japanose Incondiarx...Boiab
1 Kilogram - 2,2. lbs.
Length - 10.3"
Diameter 3,0"
Markings - Bo<ly painted Black - Tail Y/hite and insida of case Hod
This 'boial) serves a dual purpose as an inoondiary. and .Anti-Parsonnol
Bomb. The filling of the bomb consists of Rod Phosphorous in tho
tail portion with an oxxolodor tube filled with picric acid.
Tho bomb lias a homi-sphorical rubber npso cap with a mushroom striker inside, V.iion tho bomb lands tho striker pieces tho detonator
which initiates the picric acid in tho exploder tube, tho oxplodcr
tube in turn faros tho rod phosphorous and at tho same timo explodes
tho bomb into small fragments which have a shrapnel effect up to
50 yds.
V
_50_ _Kil_lo^3?am (110 1b.) Phosphorous Pellet Bomb
Overall length - about 40"
Diameter about 71f
Markings - Painted Blue-Gray - 1" White band near the center and a
Red band behind the fuse.
The bomb is filled with cylindrical black rubber pellets a little
over anftinch long and one inch in diameter which surround the central
exploder tube. The pellets are impregnated with phosphorous and the
bomb case is filled with, liquid to prevent ignition of the phosphorous.
When the bomb falls the fuse ignites the exploder tube charge which
' ruptures the case scattering the pellets over an area of about 50
yds, ' When, the pellets dry out the phosphorous ignites the rubber
causing small fires which will burn from about 5 to 7 minutes with
a flame about 4 to 6 Inches Iiigh, giving1 off a gray smoke and an
odor of burning rubber,
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60 Killogram (1.52 ilb.J_jriierFxi1:j3__~ I-\
Overall length 39.8" Diameter 7.8"
Markings- Painted Blue-Gray - Tips of tail vanes painted Red
There are three (3) Magnesium alloy "fire pots" contained within
the body of the bomb. One of the fire pots are in the cone of the
tail, while the other two (2) are in the main body of the bomb.
Each of the fire pots are filled with thermite which when ignited
melts and ignites the magnesium case of the fire pots* There is
also a starter pot which when" ignited by the fuse serves to ignite
the fire pet thermite filling.
When the bomb falls the fuse ignites the propeller charge which
ejects the fire pots. At the came time the fuse ignites the starter pot which in turn fires the rest of the fire pots. The burning
pots are scattered when they arc ejected from the bomb case and act
as sopara/be thermite incendiary bombs, thus increasing the radius
of damage.
In some cases the bomb fails to act properly and penetrates the
ground before the fire pots have beon ejected. In such instances
the pots will be found in or near the hole of entry* This is usually indicated by a considerable volume of gray smoke Issuing from
the hold in the ground. The gray powder of the burned thermit'©
may1 also bo found in the hol'fetDf entry or nearby,
VII
60 Killogram (152 1b.) Solid-Oil Incendiary Bomb
Overall length
41.6"
Diameter 9.5;?
Markings. — Painted Blue-Gray Tips of tail vanes Red (Same as
This bomb has a filling of solidified inflammable oil surrounding
a central ignition and exploder tube of thermite. There Is a
propelling charge located in the nose of the bomb which is Ignited
by the nose fuse.
When the bomb falls the fuse ignites the exploder charge which
ejects the inner case containing oil. At the same time the fuse
ignites the thermite in the exploder tube. The thermite in turn
melts and ignites the oil which is scattered over quite an area.
If these bombs are found unexploded they are in a highly sensative condition and no attempt should be made to move them, but
should be reported the sane way as any other unexploded bomb, and
will be taken care of by the Bomb Reconnaissance Squad or Agent,
Evacuations and other precautions will be taken according to the
agents recommendations.

The most effective method of attacking fires caused by these bombs
is the same as was outlined In previous Instructions concerning the
ordinary Magnesium-Thermite type of fire bombs. A Jjat or direct
stream of water. The small fire bomb without the expTosive charge
is still the most wi.dely used, of all types except by the Japanese.
If bombs fall where they cannot start a fire and cannot be seen
from the air they should be left to burn themselves out, but else-
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where they must be attacked. The honibs without heavy explosive
charges or those which explode on irapace, present only the problem
of dealing with t h e ' f i r e so therej 'ore no additional instructions
are required.
Tile small fire bomb with delayed-action explosive charges requires
a revision of instructions concerning the types of cover that provide full protection from the blast. .A brick wall four and a half
(4|-) inches thick is considered Full protection against the explosive charge now being used with the time fuse in small magnesium
bombs. Walls of three (3) inches of the best quality outside brick
will prevent penetration. Lath and plasto.2 walls, wooden doors,
tables or ohairbj do not offer full protection from the explosion
of this charge. Personal risk may be greatly reduced by assuming a
crouching or prone position behind the best available cover.
In handling these bombs a jet or solid stream of wator enables tho
operator to work at a much greater distance from the bomb than tho
"Short-Range" method of applying sand or other smothering agonts or
wator in the spray form, sand in bags or mats can not bo depended
upon because these bombs on explosion have a greater fragmentation
effoct than tho explosive indondiary bombs formerly used.
Tho public should be warned against tho use of all smothering agents
such as bomb extinguishing powders and such devices as scoops,
grabs or snuffers. They are without merit and will endanger tho
lives of tho persons who depend upon thorn.
The use of sand or spray is no longer recommended because tho
possibility of fragments makes it too dnagorous to approach tho
bomb close enough to apply them.
Some of the containers used for send should now be used for wator,
location of y
yov.v drain valves on wator storage
g tanks or other moans
of obtaining wator should be narked so they can bo found in the
darkt

